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Immunogenet ic  markers identifying selectively expressed features of  the plasma 
membrane  that  collectively define the surface phenotype have served to categorize 
sets of  T lymphocytes  according to discrete immune  functions. Use of  the thymocyte-  
macrophage  (T-M~)  1 system, in which selected populat ions of  thymocytes are cul- 
tured with antigen on pr imed macrophages (1), has extended this principle to the 
study of  differentiative steps involved in the developmental  diversification and  
interreactions of  T cell sets (2, 3). The  following account  concerns use of  two marker  
systems, Qa-1 and  I-J, to define in greater detail the helper-effector (HE) and feedback 
suppression-inducer (FBSI) cell sets, their precursor sets, and a set or sets that  induce 
differentiation of  the precursor sets. 

M a t e r i a l s  a n d  M e t h o d s  
Mice. C57BL/6 (B6) mice (H-2b:Lyt-l.2:Lyt-2.2:Qa-l-:I-J b) were obtained from The,Jack- 

son Laboratory, Bar Harbor, Maine. Congenic B6-Tla a (H-2~:Lyt-l.2:Lyt-2.2:Qa-l+:I-J b) 
and B6-Lyt-l" (H-2b:Lyt-1.1:Lyt-2.2:Qa-l-:I-J b) were bred at the Sloan-Kettering Institute, 
New York. 

Antigens. Preparation of group A Streptococcus vaccine (SAV) and its trinitrophenyl (TNP) 
conjugate (TNP-SAV) is described elsewhere (1). 

SAV-primed Ly-1 T Cells. The T-M~ culture system, in which cortisone-resistant nylon- 
~urified thymocytes (CRNPT) are cultured for 4 d on macrophages from SAV-primed donors, 

as been described in detail (1). This system yields mostly Ly-1 cells, which are harvested at 4 
d, treated with anti-Lyt-2.2 (or-Lye-2.2) serum plus complement (C), and assayed for HE or 
FBSI activities by their effect on the a-TNP-SAV plaque-forming cell (PFC) response to T- 
depleted or intact spleen cell cultures, respectively (3). Experiments reported here were done at 
least three times. 

Selection of Cell Setsfiom CRNPT. Ly-1 or Ly-23 cells were obtained by negative selection 
using a two-stage procedure with a-Lyt-2.2 or a-Lyt-l.2 sera and selected rabbit C under 
predetermined conditions for optimal immune cytolysis; antisera, procedures, and specificity 
controls have been described elsewhere (4). 

Reaction of antiserum B6 × A-Tla b anti-A-strain leukemia ASL1 with B6-TIa a peripheral T 
cells defines the Qa-1 system (5). Qa-1 + cells were eliminated by using a 1:30 dilution of this 
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antiserum (2.5 × 107 cells/ml), as in the Lyt-negative selection (above). The a-I-J b serum, 
BI0.A(5R) anti-Bl0.A(3R), was used at a 1:10 dilution as for Qa-1 and Lyt eliminations. 
Specificity controls consisted in testing the sera on congenic strains that are either positive or 
negative for Qa-1 (B6-TIa a, B6) or I-J b [B10.A(3R), B10.A(SR)] alleles; details are given 
elsewhere (6). A monoclonal TL antibody (clone F-1) with no a-Qa-1 activity was used at a 1: 
200 dilution, as in Lyt eliminations. The dilutions given above were predetermined for optimal 
immune cytolysis. 

Ly2 + cells (Ly-t23 and Ly-23) were positively selected as follows: 2.5 × 10 7 cells/ml were 
incubated in a-Lyt-2.2 serum for 30 min on ice. The twice-washed cells were then selected by 
adherence to plastic dishes coated with immunoadsorbant-purified goat anti-mouse Ig according 
to the method of Wysocki and Sato (7). The antiserum dilution (1:50) was predetermined so 
that no Ly-1 cells (Ly-l+:Ly-2 -) could be detected (by cytotoxieity assay) in the adherent 
fraction. Under these conditions the recovered adherent population comprised 50% of the 
population seeded. 

Resu l t s  

I. Qa- 1 and I-J Phenotypes of Ly- I:FBSI and Ly- I:HE Cells. SAV-pr imed  Ly- 1 cells 
were p repared  as previously described (1) by  T - M ~  culture of  C R N P T ,  followed by 
depletion with a-Lyt-2  plus C. These p r imed  Ly- 1 C R N P T  were then fur ther  selected 
with a-Qa-1 plus C or with a - I - J  plus C and then assayed for FBSI and  H E  functions 
as previously described (3). 

Either  of  these e l iminat ion steps destroyed FBSI  function (Table  I). Thus,  the 
phenotype  of  the FBSI cell is L y - l : Q a - l + : I - J  +. In fur ther  tests (data  not shown) 
combina t ion  of Qa-1-  and  I-J-depleted populat ions  (corresponding to groups B and 
C in Tab le  I) failed to reconstitute FBSI function; this implies a single Ly-1 :Qa-1 +:I- 
J+ FB SI cell ra ther  than  two popula t  ions, Ly- 1 :Qa- 1 + : I - j -  and Ly- 1 :Qa- 1-: I-J  +, wit h 
joint  FBSI function. 

As Tab le  I shows, e l iminat ion of  nei ther  Qa-1 + nor I - j  + subsets substantial ly 
affected H E  function. Thus,  the pheno type  of  the H E  cell that  is p rominen t  under  
the assay conditions specified in Tab le  I is Ly-1 :Qa-1- : I - J - .  

Nei ther  FBSI nor H E  function was affected by selection of  the p r imed  Ly-1 set 
with monoc lona l - a -TL  plus C. This  establishes that  C R N P T  of  T L  + pheno type  are 
not immedia te ly  concerned in FBSI and  H E  functions, a possibility tha t  had  been 

TAaL~ I 
Qa-1 and I-J Phenotypes of Ly-I:FBSI and Ly-I:HE Cells 

Group 

SAV-prlmed Ly-I cells 
from T - M ~  culture* 

FBSI assayS: (PFC index§) HE assay:~ (PFC index§) 

Further Remaining Experi- Experi- Enperi- Experi- Experi- Experi- Experi- Experi- Experi- Experb 
selection (+ C) subset[I ment 1 ment 2 ment 3 ment 4 ment 5 ment I ment 2 ment 3 men~ 4 ment 5 

A None Ly-I 0.32 0.25 0.26 0.13 0.16 6.6 10. l 7.0 2.8 12.8 
B a-Qa-I Ly-I:Qa-I 1.58 1.10 1.05 5.2 9.4 10.8 
C a-l-J h I,y- 1 :I-J 1 29  0.80 I. 11 9.1 2.8 13.3 

Standard 1.00 1.00 1.00 1 .iF,) 1.00 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
PFC count 6~632 8,128 4fl95 ~ 4~922 1,47....~8 817 91..ff8 1,628 59_..~1 

* Selected with a-Lyt-2.2 plus C. 
:~ Measuring a -TNP PFC in response to culture of intact spleen (FBSI assay) or T-depleted spleen (HE assay) with TNP-SAV. 

§ Experimental/standard. 
II Number of cells for FBSI assay is I x l0 ~ (before a-Qa-I or a-I-J selection) per 1 × 107 unselected spleen cells and for HE assay is 1 × 105 (before a- 

Qa-I or ~-I-J selection) per 1 × l0 T T-depleted spleen cells. The number of cells added for assay was predetermined for optimal response on the basis 
of titrations of graded cell numbers (data published previously [2]). 
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difficult to exclude definitively before monoclona l -a -TL ant ibody became available, 
because conventional  Qa-1 antisera contain T L  antibodies. 

II. Ly-l:Qa-I - : & - : H E  Cells Are Generated from Ly-123:Qa-1 - CRNPT with the Coop- 
eration ofLy-l:Qa-l+:I-J ÷ CRNPT. Previous work (2) has established (a) that  Ly- l :  
H E  cells, whose surface phenotype is now more precisely defined as Ly-I  : Q a - l - : I - J -  
(section I above), differentiate from the Ly-123 C R N P T  set and (b) that  cooperat ion 
by Ly-1 cells is required for this differentiative step. The  Ly-123 set, like the Ly-1 set, 
comprises Qa-1 + and  Q a - 1 -  subsets. 

The  following da ta  show (a) that  L y - l : Q a - l - : I - J -  H E  cells are derived from the 
antecedent Ly-123:Qa-1-  subset by  one or more differentiative steps and (b) that  the 
cooperat ing Ly- 1 cell has the phenotype  Ly- 1 :Qa- 1 +:I-J +. 

Phenotype of the Cooperating Ly-1 Cell. In confirmation of  previous findings, positively 
selected Ly-2 + C R N P T  alone (Ly-123 + Ly-23) 2 did not generate L y - I : H E  cells 
(Table II, group A) unless Ly- 1 cells were included in the macrophage  cultures (group 
B). We now find that  el imination of  Ly- l :Qa-1  ÷ cells destroys this inducer function 
of  the Ly-I  set (group C), as does el imination of  Ly- l : I - J  + cells (group D). In  further 
tests (data not shown), inclusion of  both  selected populations,  Qa- l -deple ted  and I-J- 
depleted, did not reconstitute inducer function, indicating that  induction can be 
ascribed to a single Ly- 1 :Qa- 1 +:I-J + population.  

Phenotype of Ly-123 Precursors of Ly-I:HE Cells. C R N P T  depleted o f  Qa-1 + cells 
generated Ly-1 :HE cells in the presence of  Ly-1 inducers (Table III ,  group B) but  not 
in their absence (group A). C R N P T  depleted o f  Qa-1 + ceils and  then positively 
selected for Ly-2 (Ly-2+:Qa-1 -) generated L y - I : H E  cells in the presence of  Ly-1 
inducers (group D) but  not in their absence (group C). Thus  Ly-1 :HE cells (Ly-1 :Qa- 
l - : I - J - )  are descended by one or more differentiative steps from the Ly-123:Qa-1-  
subset.Use of  genetic markers demonstrated,  as previously described (2), that  the Ly- 
I : H E  cells were produced from the Ly-123 cells and not from the Ly-1 cells provided 
(Table III ,  groups B and D of  experiments 3 and 4). 

IlL Ly-l:Qa-l+:I-J ÷ Cells Also Induce the Differentiation of Ly-I:FBSI Cells from the Ly- 

TABLE II 
Qa-1 and I-J Phenotypes of the Ly-1 Cell Inducing the Differentiation of Ly-l:HE Cells from Ly-123 

Precursors 

Initial components of T- 
Group MH culture* 

HE assay~ (PFC index) 

Experi- Experi- Experi- Experi-  Experi- Experi- 
ment 1 ment 2 ment 3 ment 4 ment 5 ment 6 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 

Ly-2 ÷ 0.8 1.2 3.2 0.5 1.1 0.9 
Ly-2 ÷ + Ly-1 7.0 10.9 16.8 3.6 11.0 3.6 
Ly-2 + + Ly-l:Qa-1- 1.6 2.5 1.6 
Ly-2 + + Ly-l:I-J- 1.4 1.2 1.2 
Unselected 4.6 t2.6 13.8 2.8 12.7 4.9 

Standard 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
PFC count 1,216 85._99 42_._.66 1,628 59_..__~1 93_.._~1 

* Cell numbers: for Ly-2 ÷ cells (groups A-D) and for unselected CRNPT (group E), 1 × 107; for other 
CRNPT, 1 × 106. 

:~ Assay of 1 × 105 cells selected (a-Lyt-2.2 plus C) from yield of T-MH culture. 

2 The Ly-23 set can be excluded from consideration as a precursor source for Ly-I:HE and Ly-I:FBSI 
cells because Ly-1 cells cannot be derived from Ly-23 cells; for discussion and references, see Shen et al. (2). 
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TABLE III 
Qa-I Phenotype of Ly-123 Cells from Which Ly-I:HE Differentiate 

Group Initial CRNPT components of 
T-M~ culture* 

HE assay~ (PFC index) 

Experiment Experiment Experiment Experiment 
1 2 3 4 

A 
B 

C 
D 
E 

107 Q a-1- 2.0 1.8 1.1 0.3 
107 Qa-1- + 10 e Ly-1 8.4 10.1 5.3§ 5.0§ 
107 Ly-2 + :Q a- 1- 1.0 1.1 
107 Ly-2+:Qa-1 - + 106 Ly-1 5.0§ 5.9§ 
Unselected 5.9 11.5 4.7 5.6 

Standard 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
PFC count 11216 85..~9 87.._.~7 1,559 

* Ly-2+:Qa-1 - procured by Qa-1 elimination (a-Qa-1 plus C) followed by positive selection for Ly-2. 
Assay of 1 X l0 s Ly-l:Qa-1- cells selected (wLyt-2.2 plus wQa-1 plus C) from yield of T-M~ culture. 

§ In each of these tests, precursor cells were distinguished from inducer cells by genetic markers, as described 
previously (2): in brief, the Qa-1- CRNPT came from Lyt-l.2 donors, and the accompanying Ly-I 
CRNPT from congenic Lyt-l.1 donors; the HE cells generated were shown to be Lyt-l.2. 

TABLE IV 
Qa-1 Phenotypes of Ly-123 Precursors and Ly-1 Inducers of FBSI ( Ly-1..Qa-l+:l-J +) Cells 

Group Initial C R N P T  components of 
T-MO culture* 

Qa- 1 ÷ cells (% of tot al yield of Ly- 1 cells from 
T-M@ culture) 

FBSI assay~ (PFC index) 

Experi- Experi- Experi- Experi- Experi- Expevi- Experi- Experi- Experi- Experi- 
ment 1 merit 2 rnent 3 ment 4 ment 5 ment 1 ment 2 merit 3 ment 4 ment 5 

A 107 Qa- 1- I 3 0 
B 107 Qa-1 - + 10s Ly-I 49 35 13§ 

C 107Qa-I + 10~Ly-l:Qa-I 6 
D 107 Ly-2*:Qa-I - 
E 10 ~ Ly-2+:Qa-1 + 10 n Ly-1 
F 107 Ly-2+:Qa-1- + 106 Ly- 1 :Qa - 

I- 
G Unselected 44 53 45 

Standard 
PFC count 

1.14 0.95 1.05 
0 3 5  0.19 0,46~ 

1.07 
4 4 0.91 1.03 

32 41 0.27 0.27 
3 6 0.81 0.82 

39 52 0.27 0.16 0.21 0.17 0.07 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

31570 71376 41046 6r570 51100 

* For preparation of Ly-2+:Qa- 1 cells, see Table 1II. 
~: Assay of 1 X l0 s Ly-I cells (selected with a-Lyt-2.2 plus C before assay). 
§ Precursor and inducer sets are distinguished by genetic marking of the initial C R N P T  donors (see Table III), 

123:Qa-1- Subset. T h e  Ly-123 set gives rise to bo th  Ly-1 :HE and  L y - I : F B S I  cells, the 
former step (Ly-123 ~ L y - I : H E )  requi r ing  an Ly-1 inducer  and  the la t te r  (Ly-123 

Ly- I :FBSI )  not requi r ing  one (2). Qa-1 p h e n o t y p i n g  now defines the Ly-123 
L y - I : F B S I  step in more detail .  

(a) C R N P T  from which Qa-1 + cells have been e l imina ted  d id  not  p roduce  Ly- I :  
FBSI  cells (Table  IV, group A). Therefore,  a Qa-1 + cell is involved in the  genera t ion  

of  FBSI  ( L y - l : Q a - l + : I - J  +) cells. 
(b) Add i t ion  of  Ly-1 C R N P T  enab led  Q a - 1 -  C R N P T  to p roduce  Ly-1 :FBSI cells 

(group B). 
(c) E l imina t ion  of  the Ly - l :Qa -1  + subset dest royed this inducer  funct ion of  Ly-1 

cells (group C; and  compare  group E with group F). Therefore,  the  Ly-1 inducer  is 

Qa-1 +. 
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(d) Similarly, elimination of Ly-l:l-J + cells destroyed the inducer capacity of Ly-1 
cells (data not shown). Therefore, the inducer cells are I-J +. 

(e) Combination of Qa-l-depleted and I-J-depleted populations failed to reconsti- 
tute inducer function (data not shown), indicating that induction can be ascribed to 
a single Ly- 1 :Qa- l÷:I-J ÷ population. 

( f )  Genetic markers show that this Ly-1 inducer is not the progenitor of Ly-I:FBSI 
cells (group B of experiment 3). 

(g) C R N P T  depleted of Qa-1 + cells and then positively selected for Ly-2 (Ly-2+: 
Qa-1-) generate Ly-1 :FBSI cells only in the presence of the Ly-1 inducer (compare 
groups D and E). Therefore, the source of Ly-I:FBSI (Qa-l+:I-J +) cells, via one or 
more differentiative steps, is the Ly-123:Qa-1- subset. 

Serological Confirmation that Ly- l :Qa- I ÷ Are Produced from the Ly-123:Qa-1- Subset (in the 
Presence of Ly-1 Inducer Cells). The functional assays described above (Table IV) 
signify that Qa-I + cells (Ly-I:FBSI) can be generated from Qa-1- cells (the Ly-123: 
Qa-1- subset) provided that Ly-1 :Qa-l+:I-J ÷ inducer cells are present. The corollary 
is that cells of Ly-l:Qa-1 + phenotype should be demonstrable by conventional 
cytotoxicity tests at the conclusion of T - M ~  culture of Ly-123:Qa-1- CRNPT.  Proof 
of this is complicated by the necessary addition of Ly-1 :Qa-1 + inducers (see above). 

The problem in direct estimation by cytotoxicity assay is to distinguish Ly-1 :Qa-1 + 
products of Ly-123:Qa-1- origin from the Ly-l:Qa-1 + inducers initially introduced. 
This difficulty was overcome by genetic marking, as follows: In group B of experiment 
3 (Table IV), T - M ~  cultures were set up with Ly-123:Qa-1- C R N P T  from Bb-Tla a 
(Lyt-l.2:Qa-1 +) donors plus Ly-1 inducers from congenic Bb-Lyt-l.1 mice (Qa-1-). 
The phenotypic disparity of the donor cells served the purpose of marking the 
differentiative lineage (2; and see section III above), the relevant distinction in the 
present context being genotypes Qa-1 + vs. Qa-1-. Because the added Ly-1 inducers 
(in group B of experiment 3) were genotypically Qa-1-, all Qao 1 + cells produced in T- 
M ~  culture must have been derived from phenotypically Ly-123:Qa-1- progenitors. 

The cytotoxicity assay data (midsection of Table IV) conform to expectations in all 
respects, the salient points being that (a) no Ly-l:Qa-1 + cells are produced from 
unaided Qa-1- C R N P T  (group A); and (b) Ly-I cells genetically incapable of 
expressing Qa-1 induce the generation of Ly-l:Qa-1 + cells from Qa- l -  C R N P T  
(group B of experiment 3). 

Discussion 

The T - M ~  system, in conjunction with various selected thymic populations, has 
proved its worth in tracing developmental lineages of T cell sets and in defining 
communicative reactions that relate one T cell set to another and constitute parts of 
the regulatory T cell network. 

One of the questions dealt with in this report is the structure of the Ly- 1 population 
in terms of the several functions of this T cell set and whether these functions can be 
assigned to Ly-1 subsets with distinctive surface phenotypes. It was previously 
established that the Ly-1 set has at least three functions: (a) HE (8), (b) FBSI (9, 10), 
and (c) the capacity to induce Ly-123 cells to differentiate into Ly-I :HE cells (2). It 
was also known that Ly-I :HE and Ly-1 :FBSI cells can both be induced from the Ly- 
123 population but that induction of Ly-1 :HE requires an ancillary population--Ly- 
1 inducer cells (2) (c above)--whereas induction of Ly-1 :FBSI cells does not (2). From 
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this it was inferred that Ly-I:FBSI and Ly-1:HE are probably separate Ly-1 subsets; 
this inference is now confirmed by the present elucidation of their surface phenotypes, 
which are Qa-l+:I-J + (FBSI) and Qa-1-:I-J- (HE) (the former confirming the findings 
of Eardley et al. [11]). Thus, previous conclusions (2) regarding the separate identities 
of the three Ly-I subsets named above are considerably strengthened. 

A further line of investigation is suggested by our present data concerning the 
separation, from the Ly- 123 precursor set, of an Ly- 123:Qa- 1- subset (by elimination 
of Ly- 123:Qa- 1 ÷ cells). This Ly- 123:Qa- 1- subset by itself cannot generate either Ly- 
1 :HE or Ly-1 :FBSI cells, unlike the Qa-1 unselected Ly-123 set, which can generate 
FBSI cells unaided. Again, an Ly-1 inducer set is required, in this case to induce the 
differentiation of Ly-I:FBSI cells from Ly-123:Qa-1- precursors. The phenotype of 
this inducer set, like that required to induce Ly-I :HE ceils from Qa-1 unselected Ly- 
123 cells, is Ly-1 :Qa-l+:I-J +. In the absence, so far, of distinguishing surface markers, 
the common phenotype of the inducing cells, Ly-1 :Qa-l÷:I-J +, allows the interpreta- 
tion that both inductions (Ly-123:Qa-1- --* Ly-I:FBSI and Ly-123 ~ Ly-I:HE) are 
initiated by the same Ly-l:Qa-l+:I-J ÷ inducers and possibly by the same chemical 
message, sessile or secreted. But further evidence is called for, such as whether T cell 
factors can replace inducer cells in either or both inductions, and whether the 
inductions are antigen specific; and markers not yet used may distinguish two inducer 
populations. In either event, knowledge of the inducer cell phenotype may be helpful, 
e. g., in screening and studying the properties and functions of cloned T cell lines. 

Both Ly-I :HE and Ly-I:FBSI cells can certainly be generated from the Ly-123: 
Qa-1- population, given the presence of inducer cells (shown by genetic markers to be 
lineally separate), but it cannot yet be said whether the immediate precursor set in 
each case is Ly-123:Qa-1- or Ly-123:Qa-l+; alternative schemes involving interme- 
diary differentiative steps are equally valid in the absence of further information. In 
this respect it is unfortunate that positive selection for Qa-1 + cells has not as yet been 
practicable, otherwise the differentiative potentials of the Ly-123:Qa-t + subset could 
have been directly tested. However, it is worth emphasizing that just as we have never 
found induction of FBSI function without induced expression of Qa-1 (i. e., cytoeli- 
mination with Qa-1 antiserum destroys induced FBSI function), so likewise we have 
found that conversion of Ly-123:Qa-1- cells to Ly-1 :Qa-1 + cells identified by serolog- 
ical phenotyping invariably depends on the provision of Ly-1 inducer cells. Thus, the 
relation of Qa-1 expression to FBSI function is firmly based, and the principle of 
coordinate expression of surface phenotype and cellular function can confidently be 
extended to include the Qa-1 system. In other words, Qa-1 can be added to the list of 
marker systems with which reasonable inferences regarding cellular function can be 
drawn from surface phenotyping, in such contexts as T cell development and T cell 
cloning, without necessary recourse to far more arduous functional assays. 

S u m m a r y  

The surface phenotypes and differentiative history of specific helper-effector (HE) 
and specific feedback suppression-inducer (FBSI) cell sets were further defined in 
reference to the Qa- 1 and I-J marker systems by culture of selected sets of cortisone- 
resistant nylon-purified thymocytes with antigen on primed macrophages. 

The generation of Ly-I :HE and Ly-I:FBSI cell sets required, in each case, two 
initiating sets: a precursor set and a differentiation-inducing set. Precursor sets were 
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distinguished from inducer sets by genetic markers.  Accordingly,  H E  cells, pheno type  
L y - l : Q a - l - : I - J - ,  differentiated from Ly-123:Qa-1-  cells in the presence of  L y - l : Q a -  
l+:I-J + inducer cells; and  FBSI cells, pheno type  Ly-1 :Qa- l+ : I - j  ÷, differentiated from 
Ly-123:Q.a-1- in the presence of  L y - l : Q a - l + : I - J  + inducer cells. T h e  Ly-123:Qa-1-  
precursors of  H E  and FBSI cells have  been distinguished from one ano ther  previously 
but  there is as yet no evidence whether  differentiation of  these precursor  sets requires 
the same or different Ly- I  :Qa-1 ÷:I-J + inducer sets. 

Received for publication 24 March 1981 and in revised form lOJune 1981. 
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